
Specifications

Article number OVL-DEF-90-110

Price Price starts from €355,-

Dimensions Width: 1033mm
Height: 403mm

Suitable for Land Rover - Land Rover Defender 90 - 110
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Accessory: Land Rover
Defender - Explore
Overlander Light - fold
down window guard /
table

Enhance your Land Rover Defender 90 or Land

Rover Defender 110 with the Explore Overlander

Light drop-down window guard/table. This versatile

accessory offers the perfect blend of security and

functionality.



Accessory: Land Rover Defender - Explore Overlander Light -
fold down window guard / table

The drop down table Explore Overlander Light is an optional accessory compatible with the Explore
Glazing  gullwing window for the Land Rover Defender 90 or Land Rover Defender 110 or can be
mounted on the Explore Glazing sliding windows.

It offers a unique combination of a folding table and window protection, along with the ability to attach
expedition equipment to your vehicle.

Designed specifically for Explore Glazing windows, the drop down table Explore Overlander Light is
seamlessly integrated with the window, ensuring no damage or rust-causing mounting holes on your
vehicle's bodywork.

With dimensions that align with the Explore Glazing gullwing window, it maintains the characteristic
lines of your Land Rover Defender without any disruption.

Product Features:

Constructed from a 5 mm aluminum plate, the Overlander Light features the same high-quality
industrial black powder coating (RAL 9005) as other Explore Glazing windows.
Removable and adjustable straps with stainless steel hooks allow for easy opening at various
angles or complete folding for maximum access to your vehicle.
With a low mounting height of only 16 mm on the window, the Overlander Light provides
additional mounting options for equipment without obstructing the rear view.
Equipped with attachment points for lashing straps and airline rails (L-track).
The hole pattern on the Overlander Light matches the design of Explore Glazing window guards,
ensuring a cohesive appearance and ample daylight inside your vehicle.

The Explore Overlander Light can be further expanded with:

·Airline rails, own extrusion profile and provided with the same industrial powder coating as our
other products (RAL 9005)

Set of 2 pieces
Material specification EN AW-6063 T66
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Dimensions 28 x 11 mm (W/H)
Weight  grams/meter
Length: 950 mm
Holes with a diameter of 20 mm, intermediate holes of 25 mm for mounting on the Explore
Overlander (stainless steel M5x8 included)

Explore Overlander Pack, consisting:
2 x 25 mm lashing strap length 2.5 meters with stainless steel clamping buckle
4 x single stud airline fitting, black plastic housing, 500 daN
4 x butterfly fitting M8x25 galvanized steel
4 x butterfly fitting M8x60 galvanized steel
4 x lockable M8 safety star handle black plastic
2 x collapsible key
rubber cover for airline rails 
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Installation

This product is offered as a do-it-yourself package and consists of the following parts:

Aluminium plate
Hinges, zinc die-casting, black coated, with stainless steel parts
Indexing plungers (locks), zinc die-casting, black-coated, with stainless steel parts and stainless
steel closing brackets
Mounting straps with stainless steel hooks

You need a mounting set, which consists of:

drill 4.2
drill 5.0
tap M5
Torx bit (tamper-resistant)

The mounting set is offered as standard with your quotation request.

It is important that the Explore Glazing products are assembled correctly and safely. Careless
assembly can lead to accidents and serious damage and / or injury to you or others. If you
have no technical experience or are not familiar with the general assembly instructions, we
recommend that you have our products assembled by a professional company.

Check out our Youtube channel for installation videos or download our installation guide.

@ExploreGlazing
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https://www.youtube.com/@ExploreGlazing
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